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Abstract
We prove that additive cellular automata in the Besicovitch topology that have a Willson limit
set of Hausdor/ dimension strictly bigger than 1 are sensitive to initial conditions.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
At its early stages the study of dynamical behavior of Cellular Automata (CA) was
heavily coupled with extensive computer simulation. In this way many behaviors have
been discovered and described. This pathway culminated in the well-known Wolfram
(empirical) classi6cation [16]. Successive works attempted to give this classi6cation a
formal consistency and justi6cation.
A conguration is a snapshot of the state of the CA and is conveniently represented
by a map from Z to S, where S is the 6nite set of states of the CA. A con6guration
is nite if it is de6ned on a 6nite set of contiguous cells.
Deducing general behavioral laws from 6nite initial conditions (computer are 6nite
machines of course) is not an easy task. One possibility is to put boundary conditions
to specify how the initial (6nite) con6guration behaves toward in6nity. The most
commonly used ones are periodic boundary and quiescency conditions. In the latter
case, one names a state q as the quiescent state and supposes this is the state for all cells
outside the simulation window. In this context topology arises naturally: the product
topology on SZ is the 6nest topology making all projectors continuous. When SZ is
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endowed with the product topology, CA are continuous functions and quiescent con-
6gurations are dense in SZ. Hence CA can be studied from the classical dynamical
systems point of view. One of the many advantages of this approach is that one can
extrapolate a big amount of informations studying CA behavior on quiescent con6g-
urations and then prove results for the general case by exploiting the fact that the
restriction of a CA to the set of quiescent con6gurations is a dense sub-dynamical
system of the unrestricted one (also the fact that SZ is compact plays a prominent
role).
One can also follow an alternative way of “going to in6nity”. For the sake of
simplicity we shall consider cell state in {0; 1}. By this assumption, a con6guration
(6nite or in6nite) can be viewed as the characteristic function of a set of integers.
At this point one can measure the density of integers in the set. From a physical
point of view this means that we look at the “average” state of the con6guration as a
whole more than at the single cell-wise values. As a consequence, one naturally de6nes
the “distance” between two set of integers (i.e. two con6gurations) as the average
density of elements in their symmetric di/erence. These ideas lead to the de6nition of
“Besicovitch-like” topologies.
One advantage of this kind of topologies is that they are closer to some intuitive
notion of chaotic behavior (see [2,5] for a further discussion on this topic). In [2],
the authors compare dynamical properties of CA in Besicovitch topologies with their
correspondents in Cantor topologies. The authors proved that the change in topology
provides a re6nement of the set of chaotic systems when considering pure topological or
metrical properties. This is a further contribution in this trend. We characterize additive
CA by proving that additive CA having a Willson limit set of Hausdor/ dimension
strictly greater than 1 are sensitivity to initial conditions in the Besicovitch topology
and vice-versa. In this way we link dynamical properties of the automaton to structural
properties of the underlying topological space.
2. Additive cellular automata (ACA)
Let Zm be the ring of integers modulo m. A local rule of radius r of an additive
CA (ACA) is a map such that
f(x−r ; : : : ; 0; : : : ; xr) =
r∑
i=−r
aixi modm;
where ai ∈Zm. We will refer to ai as “the coeGcients” of f. In the paper we will
always suppose that f has at least one non-zero coeGcient. Each local rule f induces
a global rule F de6ned as follows:
∀c ∈ (Zm)Z∀i ∈ Z F(c)i = f(ci−r ; : : : ; ci; : : : ; ci+r):
Since f is additive then F is also additive, that is
∀x; y ∈ (Zm)Z F(x ⊕ y) = F(x)⊕ F(y);
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where ⊕ means component-wise modulo m addition. Where not explicitly indicated,
addiction in (Zm)Z will always be intended in this manner. In the sequel we will
identify an additive CA with its global rule F . A very interesting example of additive
CA is the shift CA  de6ned as f(xi; xi+1)= xi+1 which is often taken as a paradigmatic
example of chaotic dynamical system [3].
A powerful tool for the analysis for the behavior of additive CA is the formal
power series notation. This notation allows one to put in evidence the strong algebraic
properties of additive CA (more details on the subject can be found in [9]).
A con6guration c∈ SZ is associated with the following power series:
C(X ) =
∞∑
n=−∞
cnX n:
An additive CA of local rule
f(x−r ; : : : ; x0; : : : ; xr) =
r∑
n=−r
anxnmodm
is associated with the following power series:
f(X ) =
r∑
n=−r
anX−n:
According to this representation the computation of an additive CA corresponds to
power series multiplication i.e.
[F(C)](X ) = f(X )C(X )modm:
In the paper we will often use the following initial con6guration:
∀i ∈ Z; u(i) =
{
1 i = 0;
0 otherwise:
In this case, the computation of the CA turns out to have the following simpli6ed
form:
[Fn(U )](X ) = [f(X )]nmodm; (1)
where U (X )≡ 1 is the power series representation of u. If m=pk for some prime
integer p, using Fermat’s Theorem, Eq. (1) has an even simpler expression:
[Fp
h
(U )](X ) = ap
h
−rX
−rph + · · ·+ aphr X rp
h
modpk:
Remark 1. The shift map (x−1; x0; x1)=x1 is represented by the power series
(X )=X . Now consider an arbitrary additive CA F such that [F(U )](X )=a−rX−r +
· · ·+ arX r modZm. Let i be the smallest index of non-zero coeGcients in [F(U )](X ).
Then F is metrically conjugated to KF=−i ◦F . In fact
∀x; y dB( KF(x); KF(y)) = dB(−i ◦ F(x); −i ◦ F(y)) = dB(F(x); F(y))
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Fig. 1. Example of “geometric” relations between a portion of space-time diagram of f(x−1; x0; x1) =
x−1⊕ x1 mod 2 (a) and the one of its associated automata f(x−2; x−1; x0; x1; x2) = x0⊕ x2 mod 2 (b).
since  is an isometry in Besicovitch topology. In the sequel this fact is often be
used to simplify proofs. In fact the power series representation of KF is of the type
a−r + · · · + arX 2r modZm. The advantage of this latter representation is that in this
polynomial the indeterminate appears only with positive exponents. The CA KF is called
the associated CA of F . Fig. 1 shows a space-time diagram of the associated CA of
f(x−1; x0; x1)=x−1 ⊕ x1 mod 2 with initial con6guration u.
From now on, p will always denote a prime number bigger than 2; l is the index of
the coeGcient of maximal degree in [F(U )](X ). When no confusion is likely, making
a little abuse of notation, we will denote KF by F .
For any additive CA, the power series [F(U )](X ) (modpk) can be decomposed
into two parts [F ′(U )](X ) and [F ′′(U )](X ) such that (F(U )](X )= [F ′(U )](X ) +
[F ′′(U )](X )modpk , where [F ′(U )](X ) is made by all monomials that are co-prime
with pk and [F ′′(U )](X ) is formed by the remaining monomials. By induction one
can easily prove the following.
Lemma 1 (Decomposition lemma). For any additive CA of global rule F it holds that
([F ′(U )](X ) + p[F ′′(U )](X ))p
t ≡ ([F ′(U )](X ))pt modpt+1
Lemma 1 has an interesting interpretation when considering CA evolutions. In fact
[F ′′(U )](X ) vanishes under iterations and [F ′(U )](X ) gives the e/ective asymptotic
behavior of F .
3. Besicovitch vs. Cantor topology
Denote #A the cardinality of the set A. The set of integers between i and j (for
i6j) is denoted by Zi; j.
Consider the mapping on (Zm)Z de6ned as follows:
∀x; y ∈ (Zm)Z dB(x; y) = lim sup
n→∞
#{i ∈ Z−n;n: xi 	= yi}
2n+ 1
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that is dB(x; y)¡ if and only if
∃n0∀l¿ n0 #{i ∈ Z−n;n: xi 	= yi}¡ (2n+ 1):
The map dB de6nes a pseudo-metric on (Zm)Z. Taking the quotient space w.r.t. the rela-
tion R of being at null distance we obtain the Besicovitch distance. We call Besicovitch
space the topology induced on (Zm)Z=R by dB.
In [2], it is proved that (Zm)Z=R is complete, perfect but not separable and not
locally compact. It is easy to see that the Besicovitch metric is shift-invariant that
is dB((x); (y))=dB(x; y). This is also equivalent to say that the shift map is an
isometry. Besicovitch spaces are homogeneous i.e. ∀x; y∈(Zm)Z dB(x; y)=dB(0; x−y).
This last property implies that dB is translation-invariant that is
∀x; y; z ∈ (Zm)Z; dB(x + z; y + z) = dB(x; y):
The usual topology on (Zm)Z is the Cantor topology which is obtained by giving
to Zm the discrete topology and to (Zm)Z the corresponding product topology. When
(Zm)Z is equipped with the Cantor topology, it is compact, perfect and totally discon-
nected (i.e. a Cantor set). It is easy to prove that the following metric induces the
Cantor topology on (Zm)Z:
∀x; y ∈ (Zm)Z; dC(x; y) =
∞∑
i=−∞
"(xi; yi)
2|i|
:
The Cantor topology is translation-invariant but it is not shift-invariant. In fact, it
gives more importance to di/erences which are close to the origin 0, which from a
pure Physical point of view is not always admissible.
Another source of deep di/erence between the two topologies is the fact that the
Cantor topology is totally disconnected while the Besicovitch’s one is path-wise con-
nected. In fact, being totally disconnected implies that the topological dimension is
zero, while path connectedness implies that the topological dimension is at least 1 (ac-
tually it has been proved in [2] that each Besicovitch topology has in6nite topological
dimension).
In the sequel the peculiar properties of the Besicovitch topology will allow us to
characterize a subset of sensitive additive CA which seem to satisfy closely the intuitive
properties of chaotic systems given in [2,5].
4. Basic components of chaos de#nitions
Deterministic chaos is one of the most appealing dynamical behaviors that has cap-
tured the attention of researchers for the last twenty years. Unfortunately there is no
universally accepted de6nition of chaotic behavior. Notwithstanding there are some
properties which are recognized as “indicators” of the presence of such a behavior.
The simplest and most known of these properties is sensitivity to initial conditions.
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De#nition 1. A dynamical system 〈X; f〉 is sensitive to initial conditions if and only if
∃ ¿ 0∀x ∈ X∀" ¿ 0∃y ∈ B"(x)∃n ∈ N d(fn(x); fn(y))¿ :
A property stronger than sensitivity is expansivity which is de6ned as follows:
De#nition 2. A dynamical system 〈X; f〉 is (positively) expansive if and only if
∃ ¿ 0∀x; y ∈ X∃n ∈ N; d(fn(x); fn(y))¿ :
The following de6nition characterizes systems which do not have chaotic properties.
De#nition 3. Given a dynamical system 〈X; f〉; f is equicontinuous at x∈X (or x is
an equicontinuity point for f) if and only if
∀ ¿ 0∃" ¿ 0∀y ∈ B"(x)∀n ∈ N d(fn(x); fn(y)) ¡ :
Here B"(x)= {y∈X |d(x; y)¡"}. The map f is equicontinuous if and only if
∀ ¿ 0∃" ¿ 0∀x ∈ X∀y ∈ B"(x)∀n ∈ N; d(fn(x); tn(y)) ¡ :
An equicontinuous system is equicontinuous at all points; the contrary implication
may not always be true in non-compact spaces.
A positively expansive system on a perfect space is sensitive. In its turn a sensitive
system has no equicontinuity points, but there are systems without equicontinuity points
which are not sensitive.
5. Main result
Given an additive CA F , we de6ne limit set 1 , a subset of (d + 1)-dimensional
Euclid space as follows. Let tn be a series of times which tends to in6nity. A subset
SF(tn) of (d + 1)-dimensional Euclid space represents a space-time pattern until time
tn−1:
SF(tn) = {(t; i) s:t: Ft(u)i 	= 0; t ¡ tn}:
A Willson limit set for F is de6ned by limn→∞ SF(tn)=tn if the limit exists, where
SF(tn)=tn is the contracted set of SF(tn) by the rate 1=tn i.e. SF(tn)=tn contains the point
(t=tn; i=tn) if and only if SF(tn) contains the point (t; i). The limit limn→∞ SF(tn)=tn
exists when lim inf n→∞ SF(tn)=tn and lim supn→∞ SF(tn)=tn coincide, where
lim inf
n→∞
SF(tn)
tn
=
{
x ∈ Rd+1: ∀j;∃xj ∈ SF(tn)tn ; xj → x when j →∞
}
1 This de6nition is taken directly from [12].
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and
lim sup
n→∞
SF(tn)
tn
=
{
x ∈ Rd+1: ∃{tnj};∀j;∃xnj ∈
SF(tnj)
tnj
; xnj → x when j →∞
}
;
for a subsequence {tnj} of {tn}.
For the particular case of additive CA the Willson limit set always exists [6–8,12].
In particular, in [12], it is proved the following result that points out an interesting
time series often used in the sequel.
Theorem 1. The limit set SF= limt→∞ SF(pt)=pt exists for all additive CA F over
Zpk , where p is a prime number and k ∈ N\{0}.
In the last ten years, the Willson limit set of additive CA has been extensively
studied. It has been proved that for most of additive CA, it has interesting dimensional
properties which completely characterize the set of quiescent con6gurations [12]. Here
we link dimension properties of a Willson limit set with dynamical properties of the CA
in Besicovitch space. Correlating dimensional properties of invariant sets to dynamical
properties has become during the years a fruitful source of new understanding as it is
witnessed by Pesin [11] 2 :
The dimension of invariant sets is among the most important characteristics of
dynamical systems. The study of dimension of these sets has spawned a new and
exciting area in dynamical systems. [...] Specialists in dynamical systems strongly
believe that there is a deep connection between the topology of the attractor and
properties of the dynamics acting on it. This is source for exciting relationships
between dimension, as a characteristic of complexity of the topological structure,
and invariants of the dynamics such as Lyapunov exponents and entropy which
characterize instability and stochasticity of dynamical systems.
Let X be a metric space. The Hausdor6 dimension DH of V ⊆X is de6ned as
DH(V ) = sup
{
h ∈ R | lim
→0
(
inf
∑|Ui|h) = ∞
}
;
where in6mum is taken over all countable coverings Ui of V such that the diameter of
each Ui is less than  (for more on Hausdor/ dimension as well as other de6nitions
of “fractal” dimension see [4]).
Given a CA F we denote DH(F) the Hausdor/ dimension of its Willson limit set.
Theorem 2 (Main result). Let F be an additive CA over Zm. If 1¡DH(F)62 then F
is sensitive to initial conditions in the Besicovitch topology.
2 Here we have a fairly weaker situation: the Willson limit set although it is an invariant set, in general,
it is not an attractor.
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A CA of global rule F is a8ne if
∀x ∈ SZ; F(x) = c ⊕ G(x);
where G is the global rule of an additive CA over Zm. Theorem 2 can be easily
extended to the case of aGne CA by means of the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Let F = c ⊕ Gmodm be the global rule of an a8ne CA over Zm.
Then F is sensitive (equicontinuous, neither equicontinuous nor sensitive, respectively)
if and only if G is sensitive (equicontinuous, neither equicontinuous nor sensitive,
respectively) both in Cantor and Besicovitch topology.
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the following simple remark, ∀x; y∈
ZmZ∀n∈N we have
d(Fn(x); Fn(y)) = d
(
n⊕
k=0
Gk(c)⊕ Gn(x);
n⊕
k=0
Gk(c)⊕ Gn(y)
)
= d(Gn(x); Gn(y)):
The following easy proposition characterizes non-sensitive additive CA.
Proposition 2. Let F be an additive CA over Zm and x∈X . Both in Cantor and in
Besicovitch topology it holds that F is equicontinuous if and only if it is equiconti-
nuous at x.
Proof. The “only if” part is trivial. In order to prove the contrary implication as-
sume that x is an equicontinuity point, we will prove that any other point w is an
equicontinuity point too.
If x is an equicontinuity point then, from the de6nition, we have
∀ ¿ 0∃"; x∀y ∈ B"; x(x)∀n ∈ N d(Fn(x); Fn(y)) ¡ : (2)
For an arbitrary point w 	= x and z ∈B"; x(w), let y=w−z−(m−1)x (y always exists
and is unique since (Zm)Z is a group w.r.t. componentwise addiction) and assume 
is 6xed. Choose "; x as in (2). Note that y ∈ B"; x(x), in fact d(x; w−z−(m−1)x)=
d(w; z)6"; x. Using the additivity property of F , the translation invariance of d and
the fact that F is equicontinuous at x one obtains
∀n ∈ N d(Fn(w); Fn(z)) = d(Fn(0); Fn(w)− Fn(z))
= d(Fn(x) + Fn((m− 1)x); Fn(x − z))
= d(Fn(x); Fn(x − z)− Fn((m− 1)x))
= d(Fn(x); Fn(x − z − (m− 1)x))
= d(Fn(x); Fn(y)) ¡ :
Since "; x depends only on the choice of  we conclude that F is equicontinuous.
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Remark 2. Note that proofs of Propositions 1 and 2 are valid for any homogeneous
perfect topological space.
5.1. Proof of main result
For a 6xed CA of global rule F , let NF(t) denote the total number of non-zero cells
in the partial orbit u; F(u); : : : ; Ft−1(u). Let MF(t)=NF(t + 1)−NF(t). The following
proposition gives a suGcient condition for the sensitivity of F . In what follows, if it
will be clear from the context, we will omit the subscript F in the notation of NF
and MF .
Proposition 3. Let F be an additive CA over Zm. If
lim sup
t→∞
M (t)
t
=  	= 0 (3)
then F is sensitive to initial conditions in Besicovitch topology.
Proof. From (3) one deduces that ∀+¿0 there exists an in6nite sequence of indexes
t1; t2; : : : ; tj ; : : : such that
M (tj)
tj
¿ − +: (4)
Choose + such that −+¿0. We claim that F is sensitive with sensitivity constant
equal to (−+)=3r, where r is the radius of F . Consider a con6guration ck such that
∀i ∈ Z; ck(i)= 1 if i≡ 0mod(2rk + r + 1); 0 otherwise. For any "¿0, choose j such
that 1=(2rtj + r + 1)¡" and tj¿2. For any con6guration x one easily veri6es that
dB(x; x + ctj)=dB(0; ctj)=1=(2rtj + r + 1) ¡ ". By the additivity of F it holds that
dB(Ftj (x); Ftj (x + ctj)) = dB(F
tj (x); Ftj (x) + Ftj (ctj))
= dB(0; Ftj (ctj))
and hence, by (4), one 6nds
dB(0; Ftj (ctj))¿
M (tj)
2rtj + r + 1
¿
M (tj)
3rtj
¿
− +
3r
:
Fig. 2 better clarify how the previous chain of inequalities is obtained.
Remark 3. The same result of Proposition 3 holds also in Cantor topology. The proof
is similar.
In order to prove next proposition we introduce some more notation aiming to give a
more “visual” proof. Call segment W=W (i; j; t) the set of coeGcients in [Fp
t
(U )](X )
with indexes in Zi; j. A segment W ′(i′; j′; t′) is consecutive to a segment W (i; j; t)
if j= i′ − 1 and t= t′. A segment W ′(i′; j′; t′) is pre-image of segment W (i; j; t) if
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Fig. 2. Con6gurations used in the proof of Proposition 3. Space-time diagram of initial con6guration u up
to time tj (up). Space-time diagram of initial con6guration ctj up to time tj (down).
i′= i−l; j′= j and t′= t−1. A segment is non-null if and only if the coeGcients in
Zi+1; j are zero.
A segment W=W (i; j; t) has property (P) if in W there are one out of l coeGcients
that are non-zero.
Proposition 4. Let F be an additive CA over Zp. Condition (3) holds if and only if
F has at least two non-zero coe8cients.
Proof. Assume that F has at most one non-zero coeGcients then M (t) is constant and
hence Condition (3) does not hold.
On the other hand, assume F has at least two non-zero coeGcients. By Remark 1 we
can assume that [F(U )](X )= a0+· · ·+alX lmodp, with a0 and al non-zero. Denote #F
the number of non-zero coeGcients of [F(U )](X ). By little Fermat’s theorem, one 6nds
that [Fp
t
(U )](X ) has exactly #F non-zero coeGcients. We claim that in [Fp
h−1(U )](X )
there are at least (#F−1)=3 segments of size at least ph−l with property (P).
Consider the set Sph of segments such that W (pih; pjh; ph)∈ Sph if and only if
the indeterminates Xp
ih
and Xp
jh+1 appear with non-zero coeGcients in [Fp
h
(U )](X ).
Denote S−1ph the set of segments that are predecessor of a segment in Sph . First of
all, remark that Sph contains #F−1 segments and that segments in S−1ph have size at
least phl .
If #F =2 then Sph contains only one segment W of size phl−1. Consider the pre-
decessor W−1 of W . Assume that W−1 has not property (P). There are two possible
cases. First case, W−1 is null, then the monomial of degree phl in [Fp
h
(U )](X ) has
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Fig. 3. Space-time diagram of the CA associated to f(x−2; x−1; x0; x1; x2) = x−2 + x−1 + x1 + x2 mod 2 with
initial con6guration u. Grayed cells show segments used for the calculations of inequalities in the proof of
Proposition 4.
a null coeGcient, contradicting the hypothesis. Second case, W−1 is not null. In this
case there exist indexes psh+k and psh+k ′ with k ′−k¿l; h¡l and psh+k ′¡phl−l
such that the segment KW= KW (psh + k; psh + k ′; ph−1) is null. Then the monomial
Xp
sh+k+l has non-zero coeGcient in [Fp
h
(U )](X ) contradicting the initial hypothesis.
Now suppose that #F¿2, then we claim that for every two consecutive segments in
[Fp
h
(U )](X ) at least one of their pre-image segments has property (P).
Assume that claim is false. Then there exist two consecutive segments in Sph
W = W (psh; ps
′h − l; ph) and W˜ = W˜ (ps′h; ps′′h − l; ph)
such that both their pre-image segments resp. W−1 and W˜−1 do not have property (P).
There are two possible cases. First case, both pre-image segments are not null and
the 6rst one of them contains the null segment KW= KW (psh + k; psh + k ′; ph−1) with
k ′−k¡l and psh + k ′6ps′h−l. Then Xpsh + k + l in [Fph(U )](X ) has non-zero
coeGcient contradicting the hypothesis. Remark that we have a similar contradiction
when KW is in W˜−1.
Second case, both W−1 and W˜−1 are null. Again we get a contradiction remarking
that Xp
s′′h
has null coeGcient in [Fp
h
(U )](X ).
To conclude the proof of this second claim, and hence of the 6rst claim, we must
remark that, in the worst case, at least one out of three segments in S−1ph has property
(P). This happens when two pair of consecutive segments in Sph share a common
segment W˜ and it its exactly the pre-image segment of W˜ that has property (P).
Therefore putting things together one has
lim sup
t→∞
M (pt)
pt
¿ lim
t→∞
(#F − 1) (pt − l)=3l
pt
=
#F − 1
3l
:
Proposition 5. Let F be an ACA over Zp in the Besicovitch topology. If F is sensitive
to initial conditions then Condition (3) holds.
Proof. If F is sensitive then it must have at least two non-zero coeGcients. In fact,
assume F has all null coeGcients, then it is the null (i.e. the map which maps
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everything to 0) and it is, obviously, not sensitive. If F has exactly one non-zero
coeGcient then it is a power of the shift map and it is not sensitive in Besicovitch
topology. The 6nal result follows from Proposition 4.
In a series of papers Willson [13–15] introduces several notions of dimension and
proves all of them are equal for additive CA over Zpk . In particular growth rate
dimension which is de6ned as follows:
Dg = lim
t→∞
logN (pt)
logpt
is equivalent to the Hausdor/ dimension of SF . Willson gives an e/ective method to
calculate Dg by means of a counting matrix AF . Moreover it proves that Dg = logp /
where / is the spectral radius of AF . It is useful for the sequel to recall that the
maximal value of the sum of elements of each column of AF is p2 and hence, by
Perron’s Theorem, logp /62 (see [12,14] for further details about the counting matrix
AF). A comprehensive theory on the subject can be found in [6,7]. In [8] we may 6nd
several interesting examples describing “fractal features” of the Willson limit set.
Proposition 6. Assume F is an additive CA. The Hausdor6 dimension of Willson
limit set of F over Zpk is the same as the one of F over Zp.
Proof. See [12, Theorem 4.4, p. 127].
Proposition 7. Let F be an ACA over Zp and DH the Hausdor6 dimension of its
Willson limit set. If 1¡DH62 then F has at least two non-zero coe8cients.
Proof. If F has no non-null coeGcients then, of course, DH =0. Suppose that F has
only one non-zero coeGcient then ∀t∈N; N (pt)=pt and hence DH =1:
Given an additive CA F over Zpk (or over Zp), we say that a coeGcient ai is prime
if gcd(ai; p)= 1. This notion is used in the proof of the following proposition.
Proposition 8. Let F be an additive CA. Then F over Zp is sensitive if and only if
F over Zpk is sensitive.
Proof. Denote F over Zp (resp. over Zpk ) by Fp (resp. Fpk ). By Remark 1, one may
assume [Fp(U )](X )=a0X +· · ·+alX modp and [Fpk (U )](X )=a′0X +· · ·+a′lX modpk .
Assume Fp is sensitive to initial conditions. Since Mpk (t)¿Mp(t), for the properties of
lim sup we have
lim sup
t→∞
Mpk (t)
t
¿ lim sup
t→∞
Mp(t)
t
which is greater than zero by Proposition 5. Using Proposition 3 we obtain the thesis.
For the contrary implication we claim that there exist two prime coeGcients. Assume
[Fpk (U )](X ) has no coeGcient ai such that gcd(a′i ; p
k)= 1 (i ∈ Z0;l).
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By the decomposition lemma one 6nds that for any n∈N; [Fpnpk (U )](X )=G, where
G has all null coeGcients. Clearly G is not sensitive. Similarly, if there is only a
coeGcient a′v that co-prime with p
k , by the decomposition lemma, one has that for n
big enough [Fp
n
pk (U )](X )=H=(a
′
v)
pnXp
n
. Therefore H is a power the shift and hence
not sensitive in Besicovitch topology. Remark that the two prime coeGcients of F over
Zpk are the prime coeGcients of F over Zp too. The thesis follows from Propositions 4
and 3.
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider an additive CA F over Zm. Assume 1¡DH62. Let
pk11 p
k2
2 : : : p
kh
h be the decomposition in prime factors of m. Since the Hausdor/ dimen-
sion of a 6nite union of sets is the superior of the dimensions of each single set (see
[1, p. 218]), there exist pi and Kki such that the Hausdor/ dimension of the Willson
limit set of F restricted to Z
p
Kki
i
is exactly DH. The thesis follows from Propositions 6,
7, 4, 3 and 8 and the classical superposition principle.
6. Conclusions and open problems
We have given a characterization of additive CA in Besicovitch topologies in terms
of their Willson limit set. This characterization is complete. In fact, consider the KSurka’s
equicontinuity classi6cation given in [10], which we report below for the sake of
completeness.
De#nition 4. Consider a dynamical system 〈X; f〉 on a perfect metric space X . Then
〈X; f〉 has one of the following behaviors:
(K-I) f is equicontinuous;
(K-II) f has equicontinuity points but it is not equicontinuous;
(K-III) f is sensible to initial conditions but not expansive;
(K-IV) f is (positively) expansive.
Consider KSurka’s classi6cation in the particular case of Besicovitch topologies and
cellular automata. In [2] it is proved that there are no expansive CA that is to say
class K-IV is empty. From Proposition 2 one deduces that class K-II is empty too.
Therefore the only two interesting classes for additive CA in Besicovitch topologies
are the sensitive and the non-sensitive ones. The papers o/ers a new scenario: simple
Willson limit sets (i.e. dH=0; 1) and complex ones (i.e. dH¿1). The author is currently
investigating if the two classes actually coincide.
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